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Bitcoin

2008

2009

2000+ cryptocurrencies

Market Cap US$ 310 Bi

Bitcoin ~ 70% Market Cap



The challenge to avoid duplication

Internet of Information Internet of Value



Bitcoin x Blockchain x DLT

“Blockchain is to Bitcoin, what 
the internet is to email.”

Blockchain is a kind of Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT)



Wallets and Keys

Private Key B Private Key AA B



Distributed, Shared and Decentralized Ledger



Distributed, Shared and Decentralized Ledger

Consensus 

algorithm



Consensus

Consensus: agreement that a set of transaction is valid

DLT use a consensus algorithm

Consensus does NOT necessarily mean that all nodes agree

Examples:



Smart Contracts (Nick Szabo, 1996)

• Computer program that encodes the rules of a 

contract, including asset transfers and payments

Adding rules to manage assets



DLT/Blockchain is a Trust Machine

Tamper-proof

Append-only

Distributed

(Physical) 

and Shared

Resilient

Fault-tolerant
Peer-to-Peer

Decentralized

Power

“What the internet did for communications, blockchain 

will do for trusted transactions.”

– Ginni Rometty, CEO of IBM

Transparent

and Traceable

[not always] 



Types of DLT

Approval to become a node

Permissionless Permissioned

Privacy + Permissioning + Performance

Anyone can be a node

Financial Incentives Non-Financial Incentives

Censorship resistant + Trustless

There are exceptions and
hybrid platforms

Internet Intranet



QUESTION TIME



Applications in Many Domains

https://medium.com/fluree/blockchain-for-2018-and-beyond-a-growing-list-of-blockchain-use-cases-37db7c19fb99
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Not Without Issues

Financial Risks
Technology Bugs

Illegal Transfers
Ransomwares

Black Markets



“We Manage What We Know”

How to input trusted data?

IoTAgreements

Reputation



Policy challenges and opportunities 

Distributed Ledger Technologies

Giacomo Persi Paoli, PhD

Programme Lead— Security and Tecnology



Regulation and governance

Standardisation

Security, confidentiality and 
privacy

Interoperability

Challenges



Access

Education 

Challenges

Innovation 



Opportunities

➢ Data integrity

➢ Resilience

➢ Shared repository and rules

➢ Traceability

➢ Proof of existence

➢ Compliance by design

Opportunities derive from some of the key technical features of DLT:



Opportunities

➢ Data integrity

Advantage: storing large a mounts of data for very long periods of 
time (maybe centuries or more) while ensuring data integrity



Opportunities

➢ Shared repository and rules

Advantage: fast and secure sharing of data without the need of 
reconciliation



Opportunities

➢ Traceability

Advantage: ability to track in real-time the supply chain of specific 
items in order to enable the identification of points of diversion, 
trafficking routes and other illegal activities.



Opportunities

➢ Compliance by design

Advantage: automate a process or activity using a system that 
registers steps and outcomes in neutral repository (e.g. a tamper-
proof workflow)



Opportunities

➢ Proof of existence

Advantage: ability to demonstrate that a file existed in a specific 
status and in a specific moment in time without revealing its 
content, but only revealing a kind of digital footprint of the file. 



Opportunities

➢ Resilience

Advantage: ability to protect data against failures (downtime) and 
cyberattacks. 



QUESTION TIME




